The True name of the Messiah

Victor Christianito

Prologue

There were old debates on the true name of the Messiah especially in Jewish Literatures. While it was mentioned clearly in Matthew 1:1-10 that Jesus is the true Messiah, many Jews still have “vein” put on their faces which make them cannot see the truth that Jesus is the True Messiah. I pray that soon this vein will be lifted and you can see the truth.

The revelation

In 2006, Kabbalist sage Yitzhak Kaduri died leaving a note that claims to reveal the name of Messiah: With the biblical name of Jesus (Yeshua), the Rabbi and kabbalist described the Messiah using six words and hinting that the initial letters form the name of the Messiah. The secret note said: ‘Concerning the letter abbreviation of the Messiah’s name, He will lift the people and prove that his word and law are valid. This I have signed in the month of mercy, Yitzhak Kaduri’s The Hebrew sentence (translated above in bold) with the hidden name of the Messiah reads: Yarim Ha'Am Veyokhiakh Shedvaro Vstorato Omdim. The initials spell the Hebrew name of Jesus, Yehoshua. Yehoshua and Yeshua are effectively the same name, derived from the same Hebrew root of the word ‘salvation’ as documented in Zechariah 6:11 and Ezra 3:2.

The meaning

The meaning of Jehoshuah name is “YHWH is salvation.” This name is consistent with the message when He was called when the people first called upon the name of YHWH (Gen. 4:26). And what’s more than that is the fact that the real meaning of YHWH name in Ancient Pictographic Hebrew language is: behold the hand, behold the nail, or simply “behold the nailed hand.”

- Yod: arm e
- Hey: look
- Waw: nail
- Hey: look

This is a clear reference to what Jesus did in Calvary: He died as the Holy Lamb of God and the atonement (aqedah) for all sins of mankind throughout all ages.
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“The next day John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world.” John. 1:29 (KJV).

The Light

Jesus said that He is the Light of the world:

“Then spake Jesus again unto them, saying, I am the light of the world: he that followeth Me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life.” John 8:12 (KJV)

“As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world.” John 9:5 (KJV)

What he claimed is consistent with Genesis chapter 1, which wrote that the Light was the first to enter before everything else that God made:

“And God said, Let there be Light: and there was Light. And God saw the Light, that it was good: and God divided the Light from the darkness.” Genesis 1:3-4 (KJV)

And the Light of the entire Universe is Jesus Himself. See John 1:6-11.

Concluding note

All Jewish people and all corners of the world should know that Jesus is the True Messiah and He is the True Savior for all mankind, be him Jewish or Gentiles. And there is no other name was given to man in whom mankind can be saved in eternity.

“Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.” Acts 4:12 (KJV).

Time is very short, Jesus Christ will come again very soon. All of you should repent and receive Him into your heart.

To read a guide to repent and receive Jesus Christ, find a copy in your language at:

http://www.twelvetabes.tk
http://gospel.16mb.com
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The Mystery of

Rabbi Kaduri, Ariel Sharon

and the Messiah

The cryptic prophecies of Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri have astonished the world and struck the Jewish Orthodox community like a huge bombshell. He foretold in a message written before his death that he knew the name of the Messiah, and had it sealed away to be revealed one year after his death. The name rocked the Jewish Orthodox world and the Christian world as well!

William F. Dankenbring

In 2007, two Israeli news publications, Israel Today and News First Class, reported that the most famous rabbi in Israel's modern history, 108-year-old Yitzhak Kaduri, had left a cryptic death note revealing the name of the long-awaited Messiah.

Within a year after the rabbi's death, the note was reported to have been verified as authentic by some of Kaduri's closest followers and then placed on Kaduri's own website (Kaduri.net).

It was in the fall of 2005 that Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri, the most venerated rabbinical Jewish leader in Israel, proclaimed that he knew the name of the real Messiah. He insisted that he knew where the Messiah was and when He was going to reveal Himself to the world. Rabbi Kaduri claimed that he had personally seen the Messiah in a vision.
Rabbi Kaduri was born in the late 1800’s and died January, 2006. He lived through many horrors of Jewish persecution, the rise or Adolph Hitler, the Muslim Brotherhood, World Wars I and II, and the creation of the state or Israel. He was known for his astounding prophecies and his notable works of charity, and lived a life of mercy, righteousness and simplicity.

A year before his death, Rabbi Kaduri wrote in his own handwriting a note revealing the name of the much anticipated “Messiah” and when He would come. The note was not to be opened and inspected until one year after his death.

Kaduri also declared that a particular and famed world leader had to die before the Messiah appeared publicly. The world leader? Ariel Sharon, former prime minister of Israel, who recently died after lying in a comatose condition, following a stroke he suffered eight years ago, shortly after Israel’s pull out from Gaza.

It was Thursday, October 12, 2005 – Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the Jewish calendar, shortly before sunset. Rabbi Kaduri fell into a trance-like state, for 45 minutes. Afterward, he lifted up his head and said, “I have met the Messiah.” He added, “He has appeared to me in a vision . . . He shall appear soon. You must be ready for His coming. Many events of awe will take place before His coming . . . but they will happen quickly.”

End-Time Prophecies

The Bagdad-born Kaduri gained worldwide attention for many apocalyptic warnings and prophecies he gave of the end-times and that he met the long-awaited Messiah in a vision in November 2003. On Yom Kippur 2005 in a sermon, Rabbi Kaduri was quoted as saying the imminent arrival of the Messiah will “save Jerusalem from Islam and Christianity [paganized Roman Catholic false “Christianity”] that wish to take Jerusalem from the Jewish nation – but they will not succeed, and they will fight each other.”

In late 2004 Kaduri predicted “great tragedies in the world.” He warned Jews throughout the world to return to Israel “due to terrible natural disasters which threaten the world.” He said, “The Holy One, Blessed be He, will bring about great disasters in the countries of the world.”

Two weeks later the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami struck, in which upwards of a quarter million people died in Indonesia and along the coastline of India, Bangladesh, Thailand and east Africa.

Kaduri warned also in October 2005 just before Yom Kippur, that Jews should return to Israel “Because of impending danger.” He added they should “be extremely protective of their lives.” In an interview with his son, Rabbi Josef Kaduri, the elderly Kaduri went on to tell him of “the struggle between the oceans,” and that “the large oceans will strike the world.” His words were recorded by Israel’s Aruz-7. He alluded
to hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma which had struck the United States that year, and said that coming portents would be of “greater catastrophic proportions.”

In October 2005 Kaduri declared:

“This declaration I find fitting to issue for all of the Jews of the world to hear. It is incumbent upon them to return to the Land of Israel due to terrible natural disasters which threaten the world. In the future, the Holy One, Blessed be He, will bring about great disasters in the countries of the world to sweeten the judgments of the Land of Israel.

“I am ordering the publication of this declaration as a warning, so that Jews in the countries of the world will be aware of the impending danger and will come to the Land of Israel for the building of the Temple and revelation of our righteous Mashiach (Messiah)”

Many Bible scholars took note of the rabbi’s calling for the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem. The rebuilding of the Temple on the Temple Mount is a major recurring theme of Biblical prophecy, especially in the New Testament!

Astounding prophecies, these are! But Kaduri’s prophecy concerning Ariel Sharon is also an astounding statement regarding the future.

Ariel Sharon, the “Lion of God”

Thursday, October 12, 2005 – Yom Kippur, January 4, 2006— Rabbi Kaduri went on, “I must tell you something disturbing. . . . The Messiah has revealed to me that He will not present Himself until after the death of our prime minister, Ariel Sharon.”

January 4, 2006 – Ariel Sharon suffered a massive stroke and lapsed into a coma.

January 28, 2006 – Rabbi Kaduri died after a short term suffering pneumonia, 24 days after Sharon’s coma began. It is striking that the year 2006 is both the year Ariel Sharon was declared to be incapacitated, and also the very month Rabbi Kaduri died!

Fast forward eight years: A news flash dated January 1, 2014, asserted that Ariel Sharon is suffering kidney damage, and his condition had worsened.

Another news flash, January 11, 2014 on CNN reported: “Ariel Sharon, whose half century as a military and political leader in Israel was marked with victories and controversies, died Saturday after eight years in a coma, Israeli Army Radio reported. Sharon was 85.

“Sharon died at Sheba Medical Center in the Tel Aviv suburb of Tel Hashomer.

“The Israeli statesman was a national war hero to many Israelis for his leadership, both in uniform or as a civilian, during every Israeli war.”
The news release went on: “He was a major figure in many defining events in the Middle East for decades, including his decision to turn over Gaza and parts of the West Bank to Palestinian control.

“Throughout, he was called ‘The Bulldozer,’ a fearless leader who got things done.

“The reaction in his own right-wing Likud Party to his order to the military to drag some Israeli settlers from their homes in Gaza led Sharon in November 2005 to form the political party Kadima, Hebrew for "Forward."

“He was in his fifth year as prime minister when he suffered a massive stroke in January 2006, which left him comatose.”

Former prime minister Ariel Sharon, whose name means “lion of God,” was a brilliant general in the Israeli army, before he ultimately became Israel’s eleventh prime minister.

In 1953, after a wave of terrorist attacks from Jordan, Sharon the military leader led the infamous Unit 101 on a raid into the border town of Kibya, blowing up 45 houses and killing 69 Arab villagers. Sharon said he thought the houses were empty.

In June 1967, as a general, Sharon led his tank battalion to a crushing victory over the Egyptians in the Sinai during the Six Day War.

But what he considered his greatest military success came in 1973 during the Yom Kippur War. He surrounded Egypt’s Third Army and, defying orders, led 200 tanks and 5,000 men over the Suez Canal, a turning point in the war.

His death has, according to Rabbi Kaduri’s prophetic revelation, now paved the way for the soon coming of the Messiah to save the Jews and the world from total destruction!

*The Missed Opportunity of Ariel Sharon*

In the year 1990, 24 years ago, I wrote an article that mentioned Ariel Sharon. In March 1990 I stated: “An Israeli General, Ariel Sharon, will very likely be a physical antitype, an ‘end-time Zerubbabel’ whom God will use as a ‘governor’ of Israel to rebuild the physical Temple in Jerusalem” (“What Can We Do To Help Spread the Gospel?”, Prophecy Flash, March 1990).

Ariel Sharon did become Prime Minister of Israel, although his prospects looked very dim back in 1990. Then, in November 2001, eleven years later, after he became Prime Minister, despite Herculean odds against it, I wrote: “The ‘governor’ of Judah today, is none other than ARIEL SHARON! He is the END-TIME equivalent of ancient Zerubbabel . . . Either Ariel Sharon will FULFILL this prophecy, or God Almighty will

Sharon had the opportunity to obey God, and rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem, but he instead chose to withdraw Israeli settlements from Gaza. He failed to obey God’s command, and forced Jews to evacuate land God had given to the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. As a result, Almighty God DID “cast him aside,” just as I said. Sharon suffered a devastating stroke which paralyzed him and put him in a coma that lasted eight years!

Ariel was not a religious man, but a practical man. He had been an outstanding warrior and a pragmatic politician who loved Israel. He could have been blessed to be like an end-time Zerubbabel, who returned from Babylon and rebuilt the temple in the time of Ezra. Sharon did not rebuild the temple, but was cast aside. When Ariel Sharon chose to be politically pragmatic and invaded Gaza forcing the Jews to leave their homes and began negotiating with the New World Order on the Roadmap to Peace giving up the land God gave to Israel and his descendents, he came under the judgment of God. Certain Kabbalist, Orthodox rabbis pronounced a special curse on him when he made the decision to withdraw from the Jewish settlements in Gaza. Shortly after that he lapsed into a coma and remained in that state for eight years and died in January, 2014.

**Dividing the Land**

Many right-wing oriented Jews in Israel believe that former Prime Minister Ariel Sharon's stroke in January 2006 came about because of his role in disengagement from Gaza. So claimed a right-wing religious party, Eretz Yisrael Shelanu.

Jews and Christians alike, because of the withdrawal from Gaza, have proclaimed Sharon to be a traitor. His turning over of Gaza to the Palestinians was considered a violation of the biblical warning against *dividing the land* of Israel.

We read in the prophecy of Joel 3:2, “I will gather all nations, and bring them down to the Valley of Jehoshaphat; and I will enter into judgment with them there on account of My people, My heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations; they have also divided up My land.”

To give up the land of Israel, which God gave to the descendants of Jacob, whose name was changed to Israel, reveals a rebellious, unfaithful, distrustful attitude – a spirit of hostility to God’s Word and His Torah. And a lack of faith in His promises of protection and security.

Was Sharon’s disengagement policy the cause of a curse coming upon him because of his action?
The Pulsa Dinura

One blogger, expressing the sentiments of many others, stated the matter like this: “Former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, born Ariel Scheinermann in Russia, went from Zionist to traitor, selling out Israel and destroying Jewish settlements (never forget Gush Katif) for lucrative foreign interests culminating in the treacherous creation of Kadima – a corrupt to the core political party.”

Gush Katif was a bloc of seventeen Israeli settlements in the southern Gaza strip. It was specifically mentioned by Yitzhak Rabin, the Israeli prime minister who fell victim to an assassin in 1995, as being essential to Israel's security border. In August 2005, under the orders of Prime Minister Sharon, the 8,600 residents of Gush Katif were evicted from the area by the Israeli army, and their homes were demolished as part of Israel’s plan to disengage Jewish residents from the Gaza Strip portion of the Palestinian territories. The displaced were moved to Israel.

Did Ariel Sharon come under the judgment of God for withdrawing from Gush Katif because of international and U.S. pressure?

WND.com ran a stunning investigative report in July 2005, just six months before Sharon's stroke. In an article titled “Sharon Targeted with ‘Death Curse,’” Aaron Klein, WND's senior staff reporter and Jerusalem bureau chief at the time, wrote: “Fringe activists held a midnight Kabbalistic ritual calling for angels of death to kill Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and thwart his Gaza withdrawal plan, participants in the ceremony told WND. The same individuals used the ritual against Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin one month before his assassination in 1995.

The activists said they performed a “Pulsa Dinura” – a Kabbalistic ceremony in which God is asked to curse a sinner, usually an enemy of the Jewish people, and they prayed for a death curse to be placed on Sharon. It was their firm opinion that Sharon’s Gaza evacuation plan would “destroy Israel and the Jewish people” and would cause Jewish deaths.

Rabbi Yosef Dayan, one of the leaders of the ceremony, told WND, “I said ten months ago that I am willing to do the Pulsa Dinura if rabbis are going to instruct me to do that. We decided now it is time. Sharon is endangering the entire Jewish population. He is giving land to the enemies who will use it to attack us. He has let them fire on us with bullets and rockets without retaliation because it serves his purposes. He is going to expel my mother-in-law from Gush Katif [Gaza's Jewish communities].”

The Pulsa Dinura was held in an ancient cemetery in the town of Rosh Pina. It was performed by a Kabbalist, who recited prayers that were repeated by twenty men, who, in line with Kabbalistic tradition, were all over the age of forty, bearded and first purified themselves in a ritual bath. The actual prayer of the Pulsa Dinura was read by the Kabbalist. There was a quorum of people that read back the prayer as he read it.
They expressed the hope that Sharon would be removed from continuing to destroy the Jewish people and the land of Israel.

Then just one month after the “Death Curse” had been performed, on the evening of August 15, 2005, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon addressed his nation concerning the Gaza pullout.

Says Carl Gallup in *The Rabbi Who Found Messiah*, “The Pulsa Denura curse was performed in July 2005. In August, the Gaza pullout by Israel was complete. Prime Minister Sharon addressed the nation of Israel, explaining that Gaza had been handed over to the Palestinians. Sharon was comatose by January of the next year. As of this writing, he remains in a permanent vegetative state.”

January 11, 2014, Ariel Sharon died. Giving up control of Gaza and the Israeli settlements did not bring peace, but only served to give the enemies of Israel greater opportunities to launch vicious attacks on Israel.

**“Build My House,” Says the Lord**

After eight years, it is time for a new beginning. God says in His Word, “Build my house.” It is an ongoing commandment.

God declares, “Consider your ways, go up into the mountains, bring back wood and build the temple that I may take pleasure in it and be glorified . . . My house is in ruins. Every one of you has your own house. Therefore, the heavens above you will withhold the dew and the earth will withhold its fruit” (Haggai 1:7-10). Then the remnant of the people of God obeyed the voice of the Lord their God and rebuilt the temple. God stirred up the spirit of Zerubabel and he started rebuilding the temple laying the foundation in 520 B.C. and finished the temple in 515 B.C.

Today, the house of God is still lying in ruins in Jerusalem, Israel.

Will Prime Minister Netanyahu of Israel see the light, and see the sorry state Israel is in, today, and turn to God, and pave the way to REBULD the house of God? Will Netanyahu “get the message”? Or must he also be replaced?

The Jews in Israel of *The Temple Mount Faithful* and *The Temple Institute* are ready, waiting and anxious to rebuild the end-time temple. But the government political machinery that runs the country is still dallying with the New World Order and the Europeans who hate the Jews, led by the Americans headed by President Obama who also scorns Israel. Israel today is trusting the Gentiles and foreign nations rather than trusting in Almighty God for their protection and security.

As a whole, the nation is still not ready, today, to rebuild the Temple! But public opinion is swinging that way. Polls show that there is a great increase in the number who
desire to have a temple on the Temple Mount and exert their right to pray there and hold services, including members of the Israeli Knesset.

God’s commandment is clear. His Word is plain: “Thus says the Lord of hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry land; and I will shake all nations, and the desire of all nations [the Messiah] shall come: and I will fill this house with glory says the Lord of hosts” (Haggai 2:6 -7).

There has to be a divine Sanctuary or Temple on the holy Temple Mount in Jerusalem to fulfill this prophecy. God says in Malachi, “Behold, I will send My messenger, and he shall prepare the way before Me: and the Lord, whom you seek, shall suddenly come to His temple, even the messenger of the covenant (Yehoshua), in whom you delight: behold, He shall come, says the Lord of hosts” (Malachi 3:1).

Sharon’s Legacy

Just one day before his second stroke, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon gave what would be his last interview to the Japanese economic newspaper Nikkei. Sharon's words echoed the sentiments of many of Israel’s citizens who desperately desired peace with its neighbors, while at the same time preserving Israel's sovereignty. He declared, “If the Palestinians combat terror, I believe there is a chance to move forward in accordance with the Road Map initiative, which, with God's help, will bring peace.

“I am a Jew, and that is the most important thing for me. Therefore when it comes to security, Israel will not make any compromises; I don’t see any situation where Israel will not be sitting on the Golan Heights.

“Our position is that Jerusalem is not negotiable. We are not going to negotiate on Jerusalem. Jerusalem will be forever a united and undivided capital of Israel.”

But now, it appears everything is “negotiable.”

While some Israelis see Sharon as a traitor, and his enemies brand him a butcher and a terrorist, many others still see him as an indisputable and indispensable national hero. They believe his move to implement the Road Map was a wise maneuver which hopefully will bring lasting peace to Israel. The issue hangs in the balance.

The Name of the Messiah

The second revelation in the cryptic note written by Rabbi Kaduri a year before his death concerned the name of the Messiah. The Messiah had revealed His name to Kaduri and he left it in a coded message for the world to see when the appointed time came.
The name of the Messiah was mysteriously and cryptically sealed in a message. Instructions were given to lock the message away and not to open it until one year after the rabbi’s death.

Within weeks of Ariel Sharon’s stroke, the elderly rabbi Kaduri died. From 250,000 to 300,000 people flooded the streets of Jerusalem for his funeral, one of the largest in Israel’s history. The cryptic message was secreted away for one year as the beloved rabbi had instructed.

In 2007 the message was opened and deciphered. Shockingly, Israel Today was given access to many of the rabbi’s manuscripts written in his own hand. They found cross-like symbols put there by Kaduri all over the pages. This is generally avoided studiously by Jewish tradition as it is considered a “Christian” symbol. In fact, even the use of a plus sign is discouraged because it might be mistaken for a cross.

There, before the eyes of the world, was the name of the soon coming Messiah according to this celebrated “teacher of Israel.” Shock and chagrin and dismay struck the expectant rabbis, waiting to see the name revealed!

What was the name of the Messiah? It said:

“Concerning the letter abbreviation (or secret coding) of the Messiah’s name, He will lift the people and prove that his word and law are valid.”

The key to unlocking the message, and the identity of the Messiah was determined to be the first part of the message. This clue led those in his closest circle to understand that they were to take the first letter of the remaining words in the note and combine them together to form the long-awaited messianic revelation!

The Hebrew was Yarim Ha’Am Yeyokhiakh Shedvaro Veteorato Odim.

The letters were, read from right to left:

יהושע which is “Yehoshua” = Yeshua = Jesus

Yehoshua and Yeshua are the same name derived from the root Hebrew word for “salvation.” For example, Ezra wrote “Yeshua [Joshua] the son of Yozadak” (Ezra 3:2), but Zechariah wrote “Yehoshua son of Yohozadak” (Zech. 6:11), referring to the same person. One form adds the letter hay to the name “Yeshua,” thus making “Yehoshua.”.

You can imagine the uproar, the furor, the dismay and consternation, when this message was revealed. In shock, some refused to believe it. Some said it was a dirty trick of the Messianic Jews or Christians. Some said the rabbi must have lost his mental faculties, or was suffering from dementia. Many refused to believe that it was a message from God!
To the befuddlement and consternation of Orthodox Jews everywhere, the
Messiah’s name, the Rabbi said, is “Yehoshua,” “Yeshua,” “Yahusha” – the Hebrew
name of the one that English speaking people refer to as “Jesus.”

This revelation shocked – stunned – the religious world.

Shortly thereafter the furor began. The note immediately disappeared from
Kaduri’s website. The media refused to report further on the matter. The Kaduri family,
and several others close to the Kaduri ministry, began to claim that the note was a forgery
or a mere fabrication – a cruel joke.

_Could Rabbi Kaduri’s Prophecy be True?

This remarkable and astonishing story is true!

The Rabbi’s note that shook the religious world to its foundations is still shaking
the world today! The story is still unfolding. The pieces are yet falling into place – just as
the old rabbi predicted.

It cannot be denied that the name revealed in the rabbi’s note strongly points to
none other than JESUS CHRIST, the Jesus of the New Testament, who testified that He
came from the Father, was sent by Him, and is the “Son of God,” the Saviour of the
world, the Christ, the Messiah, the “Anointed One” of God.

Kaduri said he was leaving the name of the real Messiah for the entire world to
see. When they saw the message and the name indicated, some Orthodox Jews were
outraged, and still remain in a state of denial, including Kaduri’s son David, himself a
rabbi who denies the note is authentic.

Rabbi Jonathan Cahn, a modern Messianic Jewish rabbi, who wrote the amazing
book _The Harbinger: The Ancient Mystery that Holds the Secret of America’s Future_, a
prophectic book itself which warns the modern world, especially the United States, that
God’s judgments on our land have begun, made a statement regarding Rabbi Kaduri’s
prophecy and his naming Yehoshua as the real, true Messiah. He declared:

“For two thousand years it has been taught that the Jewish people cannot believe
in Jesus/Yeshua and still remain Jewish. He has been the great dividing point and
stumbling block of Jewish history. His name has been banned.

“Any serious consideration of the claim that he could be the Messiah has
become taboo. It remains a striking irony that the one largely rejected by the people of
his distinct heritage has become the central figure of human history.

“No less ironic that a world largely hostile to Jewish existence should so revere
a Jewish rabbi. The issue is also prophetic.

“For the Nazarene said that his second coming would rest upon the turning of
the Jewish people back to Him. It is therefore significant that we are now witnessing an
unprecedented revival among the Jewish people, a turning to Jesus of historic proportions.

“The story of Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri is thus a fascinating addition to this endtime phenomenon. To have a highly revered Orthodox Jewish rabbi declare that he has met the Messiah and knows his name, and then to reveal that name, and then to have that revelation point to Yehoshua or Yeshua – Jesus – is stunning – so much so that the revelation has been fought over ever since.”

The fact is that throughout history, there has been ONLY ONE “Yehoshua” or “Jesus” who has been widely considered by millions over centuries to be the Messiah – Jesus Christ of Nazareth, who fulfilled over 100 direct prophecies in the Old Testament describing the coming Messiah!

Says Carl Gallups in his book *The Rabbi Who Found Messiah: The Story of Yitzhak Kaduri and His Prophecies of the End Time*, “There is only one Jesus, or Yehoshua, commonly held as the name for Messiah in the entire world. That name is Jesus the Christ—of the New Testament. Even the Muslim world acknowledges that name as distinctly belonging to Jesus of the New Testament Scriptures. If this were not so, there would be no controversy over the Kaduri note” (page 128).

Gallups continues: “The outrage was over the fact that it [the note] obviously pointed to the Christian understanding of the Messiah. This is what caused Kaduri’s son and other Jewish leaders to begin calling the note a forgery or a fake. The fact that the controversy vehemently rages is prima facie evidence that many religious adherents—Jew, Christian, Muslim, and otherwise—saw what numerous people believe Kaduri wanted them to see in his messianic revelation: the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth—the Messiah” (page 129).

There you have it.

Rabbi Kaduri’s message has reportedly brought many Jewish people who claimed to be his disciples to accept Jesus Christ as the true Messiah.

An End of Days movement among the Jews to recognize and accept Jesus Christ as the real Messiah has begun, as there is a growing yearning among the Jews for the coming of the Messiah.

Christ Himself, said before His crucifixion, “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one who kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to her! How often I wanted to gather your children together, as the hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing! See! Your house is left to you desolate; for I say to you, you shall see Me no more till you say, Blessed is He who comes in the name of the Lord!’” (Matt.23:37-39).

The Jewish people are beginning to wake up, and investigate the claims and evidence that Yeshua, Jesus, is the God-appointed Messiah – after all!
The apostle Paul foretold, “Even so then, at this present time there is a remnant according to the election of grace. And if by grace, then it is no longer of works; otherwise grace is no longer grace. But if it is of works, it is no longer grace; otherwise work is no longer work.

“What then? Israel has not obtained that which it seeks; but the elect have obtained it, and the rest were blinded. Just as it is written: ‘God has given them a spirit of stupor, eyes that they should not see and ears that they should not hear, to this very day’” (Rom.11:5-8).

The Jews as a whole have rejected and denied Jesus is the Messiah throughout their history, alienating the world – but their blindness has benefited the world allowing the gospel to be preached to the Gentiles.

As Paul wrote, “I say then, have they stumbled that they should fall? Certainly not! But through their fall [trespass], to provoke them to jealousy, salvation has come to the Gentiles,. Now if their fall [trespass] is riches for the world, and their failure riches for the Gentiles, how much more their fullness?” (Rom.11:11-12).

Paul went on, “For I do not desire, brethren, for you to be ignorant of this mystery, lest you should be wise in your own opinion, that blindness in part has happened to Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in. And so ALL ISRAEL SHALL BE SAVED, as it is written: ‘The Deliverer shall come out of Zion, and He will turn away ungodliness from Jacob; for this is My covenant with them, when I take away their sins’” (Romans 11:25-27).

The prophecy and revelation of Rabbi Kaduri is beginning to open the eyes of many, who have been blinded heretofore, up to this moment in time. But now the scales are beginning to come off! Halleluyah!

The prophecy of Zechariah is coming to pass. God said, “In that day the LORD will defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem . . . And I will pour out on the house of David and on the inhabitants of Jerusalem the Spirit of grace and supplication; then they will look upon Me whom they pierced. Yes, they will mourn for Him as one mourns for his only son, and grieve for Him as one grieves for a firstborn. In that day there will be a great mourning in Jerusalem” (Zech.12:8-11).

They will come to sincere, heart-wrenching repentance, as they call upon the name of Jesus Christ, Yeshua, and plead for Him to forgive them, and save them!

Halleluyah! Praise God! The Messiah IS coming—SOON!

Read our articles, “The Astonishing Case for Christ!” He is coming soon! Will you be ready for His appearing? “Prepare to meet your God, O Israel!” Read also our article, “Daniel’s 70 Weeks Prophecy Proves Christ Is the Messiah!”